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HashUp

We are revolutionizing selling, buying

and distribution of games.

What are our advantages?

What do 

we do?

 A software distribution platform based  
on digital cartridges as license carriers

 Licences are open source, compatible  
with digital wallets.

 The licence generated by us cannot be forged
 The creator himself sets the rules for trading 

the licence
 Its creation is simple and does not require any 

knowledge of blockchain technology.

Cartridge allows the developer 
to have full control over the 
issuance of the licence, and it 
allows the player to sell and trade 
the game on the secondary 
market, send the game to 
another user or store games

just like cryptocurrencies.

Each game sold on the platform 
causes rising the price of the 
$HASH token. The community 
will love this model!

Digital Cartridges allow the AMM 
mechanism to dictate the price 

of your software. This solution will 
replace the subscription model!

Our sites and platforms are 
designed specifically for 
developers and gamers. Every 
element is intuitive and easy 

to use. 

 We earn commissions from selling Web 2.0 
and Web3 games on our platform, from trading  
games on the secondary market and from  
the $HASH token, which price increases with 
each sold game.

 HashUp's mission is to connect creators  
and players directly, eliminating middlemen

 We want to restore the freedom of game 
distribution by trading games on the secondary 
market and by and allowing developers  
to monetize games in a rewarding way.

 This is a natural step in the evolution  
of software distribution.

Why are we 

doing this?How do we 


earn on that?

www.hashup.ithello hashup.it@HashUp

High Level 
Roadmap:


Blockchain Explorer for gamers


Marketplace


PC Launcher with Metamask


First Games on our platform


TOP CEX partnerships

TOP Gaming partnerships

Listing on DEX and TOP CEX

AA+/AAA games premieres

GameCap - computer 
games’ ranking

Listing of 50+ games

PipBoy Metamask Unity/
Unreal Plugin

Cloud Saves

TOP Crypto partnerships

More Games on our 
platforms
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Check out our trailer

Tubbly

“We see HashUp as one of the most 
clever ways of blockchain 
implementation in the gaming industry. 
We’re excited to be a part of it!“

“Hash aims to disrupt the multibilion 
dollar gaming industry with the use of 
blockchain as a way to create the new 
standard of games distribution“

“Hashup combines a wise approach to the 
blockchain games market and the desire 
to introduce innovative solutions. Through 
common goals, it is an ideal long-term 
partner for us.”

Piotr Korzuszek, 


Founder & Software developer of Patchkit

Tomasz Kopera, 


CEO & Founder Blockchain Ventures Hub
Filip Wielanier, 


Co-Founder and CEO at Cookie3


